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	 	 	 Story

EIDEAL™	 is	 a	 leading	 appliance	 and	 hair	 accessories	
brand	known	 in	 the	MENA	 region,	 setting	new	standards	
for	professional	hair	care	in	the	beauty	industry.	EIDEAL™	
is	 growing	 at	 against-the-odds	 pace	 with	 its	 constant	
search	 for	 excellence	 and	 idealism	 and	 a	 distinctive	
ability	 to	provide	 the	professionals	with	 the	best	quality	
tools	 for	 their	 salons.	 A	 revolutionary	 brand	 combining	
Creative	Designs	and	High	end	technology,	EIDEAL™	offers	
you	everything	you	need,	to	innovate	hairstyles	easily	and	
quickly	in	the	comfort	of	your	own	home.	The	brand	became	
a	sensation	in	the	market;	Professional	hairdressers	became	
more	and	more	interested	in	buying	it	for	professional	salon	
use	and	for	 retail	purposes.	The	current	 items	are	a	vast	
selection	of	Hair	Dryers,	 Straightening	 Irons,	Curling	 Irons,	
Hair	Clippers,	Hair	Brushes,	Scissors	and	other	various	hair	
related	accessories.

EIDEAL™	R&D	team	is	working	day	and	night	to	design	new	
exciting	 and	 creative	 tools	 to	 improve	 the	 performance	
of	 hair	professionals	and	 satisfy	 the	 needs	of	all	women	
striving	for	beauty.



	 	 	 Secret

Harnessing	 the	 ultimate	 in	 advanced	 hair	 care,	 EIDEAL™	
styling	tools	utilize	tourmaline	gemstones	which	are	known	
to	 impart	optimal	 infrared	heat	 to	 transform	 lifeless	 locks	
into	 salon-perfect	 tresses	 anytime	 anywhere.	 The	 visible	
benefits	of	EIDEAL™’s	superior	ionic	and	infrared	technology	
give	hair	an	unparalleled	 shine,	 smoothness	and	 silkiness	
even	 as	 it	 seals	 in	 moisture,	 protecting	 the	 hair	 cuticle	
for	 results	 that	 last	 long,	stay	healthy,	and	 look	and	 feel	
wonderful.	 So	 go	 ahead.	 Nourish	 your	 hair	 with	 EIDEAL™	
Tourmaline.	 Because	 it’s	 professionally	 proven	 to	 be	 the	
very	best	in	hair-beautifying	technology.



CERAMIC	BRUSH
TRIANGULAR	BRUSH
These excellently developed Ceramic 
Brushes combine tourmaline technology 
with a light ceramic barrel to provide 
gorgeous hairstyles while enhancing 
your hair’s natural shine and health. The 
tourmalines will emit negative ions to 
remove statics while the ceramic barrel 
retains the heat and absorbs hair 
moisture for rapid drying and smooth 
styling everyday.
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PADDLE	BRUSH
EIDEAL™ air-cushioned rubber pad for 
gentle control is best for brushing out 
wet hair and for creating straight, smooth 
styles. The ball-tipped nylon pins for 
comfortable styling and maximum comfort 
is also ideal for scalp massages.
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MINI	BRUSH
This lightweight mini brush has the 
ideal size to be kept in your bag and 
carried anywhere. It is equipped with 
an air cushion that smoothly follows the 
head’s contour and round tips that 
gently penetrates the hair, stimulates and 
massages the scalp.
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CUSHION	BRUSH
Manufactured with the utmost quality 
of all-natural boar bristles, EIDEAL™ 
premium cushion brushes used on dry 
hair will help preserve the hair’s natural 
moisture from the roots. With its unique 
embossed rubber texture, these brushes 
are ideal to recondition, massage and 
exfoliate your scalp.
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SILENFORCE
With a unique natural Ion-Generator 
system, Low EMF technology, an1800 
Watt motor, a 3 step speed control 
switch and the distinctively elegant 
white design, Silenforce is simply the 
most fascinating hairdryer for profes-
sional and personal use.
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SWIFTBLADE
A lightweight High Powered Hair Clip-
per with the sharpest precision ceramic 
blade, an ergonomic grip design for 
comfort and control, a rubber touch 
finish for safer results and 3 different 
size combs optimized for multiple cut-
ting lengths make the Swiftblade the 
best choice for professional and per-
sonal use.
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DIAMONSILK
Diamonsilk the first diamond coating 
plate, with a 10 second time frame 
to reach a maximum temprerature of 
230c, an auto-shut off operating time 
control and a unique shiver function 
position. This amazing flat iron is the 
premium professional flat iron available 
in the market.
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TWINFUSION
A revolutionary technology combining 
Professional Flat and Curling iron with 
our exceptional white diamond coat-
ing plate, a maximum temperature of 
230c with LED indicator and the handi-
est moving plate will make TwinFusion 
indispensable for professional and per-
sonal use.
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CRUMPY
With its unique Titaninum moving plate 
and tight waves shape, Crumpy Iron 
creates a spectacular look, so origi-
nal giving high volume waves and eye 
catching long lasting crimps.
For best results, shampoo, condition 
and dry the hair as normal combing 
it thoroughly to remove tangles. Sec-
tion the hair and spray the section with 
a protective spray. Gently crimp with 
the Crumpy along the hair section from 
root to tip. Every section will take a 
maximum 5 seconds to crimp.
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CURLING	IRON
Endowed with the innovative Nano Al-
loy Technology, EIDEAL™ Elegant Curling 
Iron, your exceptional curling iron, com-
bines the power of three of the world’s 
most precious elements, Nano Titanium, 
Nano Titanium Oxide and Nano Silver 
to help you create everything from ro-
mantic wispy to cascading lush curls for 
an ineradicably effect. Our patented 
double-heater ensures lightning-fast 
heating and long-lasting heat reten-
tion so that your gorgeous new curls 
will stay fresh and bouncy all day long.
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TEENY

TEENY	TWIN

This super mini size Flat Iron with its 
ceramic coated plate for profession-
al results, a maximum temperature of 
230c, and an extremely light weight of 
just158g makes Teeny the most depend-
able and perfect choice designed for 
travelling and for your hand bag.

The latest revolutionary technology 
combining Professional Mini Size Flat 
and Curling Iron in this super TeenyTwin 
ceramic coated plate iron, for healthy 
and silky hair. A mini sized Teeny Twin 
flat and curling iron is the perfect 
choice for women to use at anytime 
of day, any place, for travelling and 
especially for your handbag. 
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SHARKLIP
Sharp as shark teeth, but so soft on hair, 
Sharklips are large and strong section 
clips for long/heavy and thick hair.
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CUT/TAIL	COMB
This powerful carbon antistatic comb that 
comes  in 2 shapes, is suitable for spe-
cialized and creative hairstyle design. A 
special super-smooth formula which makes 
it easy to quickly arrange haircut, without 
breaking the hair’s fiber. EIDEAL™ profes-
sional cut comb has become the only 
choice of the world top famous hair stylist 
in whatever part of the creativity hairstyle, 
or the symbol of identification
Tail comb makes backcombing, section-
ing hair, styling or crafting up do’s much 
easier. It works well for creating a zigzag 
or directional part in the hair and is es-
sential for weaving sections when high-
lighting hair with foils. 
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CUT	COLLAR

CUT	CAPE

EIDEAL™ Cutting Collar is the 
preferred tool used by experienced 
stylists all over the world. Sturdy 
and secure, a great aid for stylist›s 
precision in cutting. Also works well to 
protect capes, gowns and clothes.

Professional hairdressing shoulder 
cape durable and long lasting.
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SPRAY	BOTTLE

NECK	BRUSH

Fine and charming micro diffusion spray 
bottle, an atomizer that sprays just 
enough water for a light sprinkle.

So feather like and light weight 
professional neck brush for use in 
hairdressing salon & barbers.   
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BAG
Hairdressers carry bag, holds all, 
large size bag with several pockets 
for holding various hairdressing tools.
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